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Introduction Habits of minds are set of practices and skills that are set by to 

be successful. I am astudent. This essay will discuss about my habit of mind 

which I am going to set for rest of the semester which is striving for accuracy

and precision. 

Discussion 

Striving for precision and accuracy highlights the significance of 

craftsmanship and accuracy that are needed to produce exceptional 

outcome and results. To become craftsman means knowing one can 

continuously work on their own craft to find best possible standards. I am 

selecting this habit of mind because it not only will help me to control my 

goals but also work them diligently. Striving for accuracy will help me to set 

a goal in my mind and check the progress. This habit of mind will help to 

review the criteria, rule and confirm the works that are completed exactly 

matching the specification (Hyerle 76). This will help to get aware of the 

expectation of the faculties and standard that needed to be done to meet 

the requirement. This might take maximum effort and devotion but ultimate 

finished product will help me to succeed in this semester. Checking 

continuously on the goals that are set by me and finding out ways to 

improve and succeed in this semester. And to make sure that I am doing my 

best is concentrating on my aim and blocking everything else. Goals set by 

me might me higher, but this habit of mind can help me to improve 

constantly to find out best possible results for this semester. 

Conclusion 

`This can be concluded that striving for precision and accuracy will help me 

to identify flaws, strength and weakness. Constantly correcting my work and 
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flaws will help me to find out best possible result to achieve my goals for this

semester. 
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